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In this episode of the IoT For All Podcast, Dan Mathers, President and CEO of eleven-x, discusses smart cities and the four key drivers. The podcast opens up with Dan talking
about his background and what eleven-x does before getting into deeper conversations around specific verticals of eleven-x. Dan and Ryan also discuss how accepting cities are
to IoT, advice for cities looking to adopt it, and important aspects of smart city solutions. They wrap up the podcast with a high-level conversation regarding challenges in the IoT

industry. TenTec DriverThe Driver app automatically determines the best image to use for a given situation. The app can also be used as a notifier, with alerts for missed time
(exceeded), distance (exceeded), parking, rear and forward movements, and other functions. Driver app is the smartest Android app for your car. Protect your car, accelerate your

driving skills, improve your ride. It's a complete system for car drivers, with advanced driver assist technologies and smart parking. Easily install it and control your car without
touching it! TenTec DriverThe Driver app automatically determines the best image to use for a given situation. The app can also be used as a notifier, with alerts for missed time

(exceeded), distance (exceeded), parking, rear and forward movements, and other functions.FEATURES 2CH Front & Rear Full HD 19201080 at 30fpsARM Cortex-A7 MP Core
Processor V3Front SONY STARVIS Image SensorRear SONY Exmor Image Sensor150 Wide angleADAS Advanced Driver Assistance SystemsX-VISION: Intelligent Night Vision2.
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